data sheet

your application – in the iland cloud
Many applications are hosted in clouds today – but their performance,
reliability and quality rests, in part, on the infrastructure underlying
those clouds.

supporting applications around the world
iland has 18 years of experience with IT, serving global customers and
hosting critical workloads, both for internal IT organizations and
software-as-a-service companies. With data centers in Europe and across
the United States, iland has an established global footprint. In the
coming year, iland is continuing to expand to Asia Pacific, and adding
more data centers in EMEA as well.

uncompromised performance
One benefit of the architecture of the iland cloud is an operating
environment insulated from noisy neighbors. Each application is entitled
to its own dedicated resources, and isn’t impacted by the behaviors of
other applications sharing the same hardware. This ensures application
performance is consistent and reliable over time.

iland, by the numbers
18+ years supporting customers and
their critical workloads
95%+ customer satisfaction rating for
iland Cloud Support – with
representatives at each cloud location
7 global data centers in NA and
EMEA, with growth plans in EMEA &
APAC
3 VMware Partner network awards,
Global & Americas
Consultative customer relationships
with the flexibility to meet your
business needs

state-of-the-art technology
Our experience has shaped iland into a customer-centric organization,
driven by our users to innovate and bring the best new technologies into
our portfolio. With that goal in mind, the iland cloud is built on best-ofbreed technologies, including VMware virtualization, Cisco servers and
networking, and Dell Compellent storage. Our partner portfolio
continues to grow and change to meet the needs of our customers.

security and resilience
Your data is critical to your business so iland makes safety a top priority:
 Our US locations hold SSAE 16 certification. Our EMEA locations
hold ISO 9001/27001 certifications.
 Data is encrypted as it travels across the wire using AES-256
encryption
 100% infrastructure SLA supported by 7 day backups of all
machines and data
 Applications and data remain in their designated countries,
ensuring data sovereignty choices remain intact
With iland cloud supporting your application, you can focus on your
business, not the infrastructure.
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About iland
With data centers in the U.S. and U.K., iland
delivers proven enterprise cloud solutions that
help companies do business faster, smarter and
more flexibly. Unlike any other provider, iland’s
technology and consultative approach mean
anyone–regardless of expertise, location or
business objective–can experience the benefits of a
hassle-free cloud.
From scaling production workloads, to supporting
testing and development, to disaster recovery,
iland’s secure cloud and decades of experience
translate into unmatched service. Underscoring the
strength of its platform, the company has been
recognized as VMware’s Service Provider Partner
of the Year, Global and Americas
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